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ZERO preventable patient deaths by 2030
Welcome

Letter from Our CEO & Chairman

This is the first annual report the Patient Safety Movement Foundation (PSMF) has produced and we’re excited to share with you what we’ve accomplished in our “first chapter” as well as what’s planned for the next. In this report we reflect on the extraordinary work that we’ve accomplished since 2012 just 9 short years ago.

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world; indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has.”

Margaret Mead

We operated for our first 6 years with one or two staff to manage all the operations, fundraising and programs with most of the support coming from an amazing several hundred passionate and dedicated volunteers spread across the world. It was just in the last three years that the team has now grown to 9 full-time and part-time staff with many more students, interns and volunteers who help spread our mission and bolster our free products and services. The reason we start this letter with our staff and volunteers is because our mission is human-centric, person-centered, patient-focused. And, our vision of ZERO preventable patient deaths by 2030 wouldn’t be possible without the dedication of every single person, paid and volunteer.

2020 was an extremely difficult year yet we were extremely productive. It was the end of our initial vision of ZERO preventable deaths by 2020 and while we technically failed, we are extremely proud that we 1) set an audacious goal that conveys urgency and 2) we were able to report that over 366,353 lives were saved by the hospitals and healthcare organizations committed to our Movement.

There’s no hiding that COVID-19 impacted our mission and our team, but in fact, the team reflected during our recent strategic planning meeting and felt strongly that COVID-19 improved staff morale, their quality of life, allowed them to get outside more, avoid the crowded SoCal freeways, and spend more time with their families.

“Health Worker Safety is Patient Safety”

Where we saw COVID-19 really impact our mission and our programs was the ability to reach one of our main target groups - hospitals and healthcare organizations. Still, as we write this letter, and perhaps as you read this letter, hospitals are still struggling across the world to equip their staff with proper PPE, get them vaccinations, and then also provide safe patient care. So, as you read this report you’ll see that this year we pivoted. We took the time we saved commuting and traveling to conferences around the world to reimage and re-evaluate what health workers, administrators and patients need from the Patient Safety Movement Foundation in this next chapter. Thank you for your continued support.

Respectfully yours,

David B. Mayer, MD
CEO

Michael A.E. Ramsay, MD, FRCA
Chairman
Our Vision
ZERO preventable patient deaths by 2030

Our Mission
Focusing to eliminate preventable harm and death in healthcare across the world by creating a sense of urgency and unifying humanity.

Our Guiding Principles
01 Remain faithful to your promises and responsibilities
02 Thrive on fascination and accomplishment, not on greed and power
03 Strive to make each year better than the year before both personally and for the team
04 Make each day as fun as possible
05 Do what is best for patient care

Our Strategic Aims
1 Prioritizing safety with patients at the center
2 Promoting dignity, compassion, and respect in healthcare
3 Aligning everyone who influences or is touched by healthcare
4 Promoting transparency
5 Realigning incentives to achieve safer care
6 Informing caregivers, patients and families about patient safety
7 Identifying the preventable causes of patient harm and death, and then create and freely share actionable solutions (Actionable Patient Safety Solutions) to mitigate them.
8 Driving the implementation of Actionable Patient Safety Solutions (APSS)
9 Asking healthcare technology companies to share data to create a Patient Data Super Highway

Our Timeline

APRIL 2013
The Patient Safety Movement Foundation becomes a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization.

JANUARY 2014
One plus 601 lives saved by committed hospitals. Hospitals in Canada and Lithuania make commitments, becoming the first international organizations to join.

OCTOBER 2015
Former President Jimmy Carter and wife Rosalynn Carter demonstrate their support for the Foundation’s mission of ZERO preventable hospital deaths. The top three institutions that saved the most lives went on a once in a lifetime fishing trip with President Carter and his wife.

FEBRUARY 2018
The World Patient Safety, Science & Technology’s 6th Annual event is held for the first time outside of California, in London, United Kingdom and brings together stakeholders from 25 countries. The Foundation announces 81,533 lives saved by committed hospitals operating in 44 countries worldwide.

MARCH 2020
The Patient Safety Movement Foundation announced 93,276 lives saved by 4,793 hospitals across 48 countries. Cumulatively since 2012, hospitals in our network have saved 366,353 lives – an incredible feat.

We also extended our goal to reach ZERO preventable deaths to 2030.

FEBRUARY 2017
President, Bill Clinton appointed Global Chair at the 5th Annual World Patient Safety, Science & Technology Summit. Foundation announces one plus 69,518 lives saved.

In addition, President Joe Biden spoke at our 5th Annual World Patient Safety, Science & Technology Summit in 2017.

SEPTEMBER 2020
On World Patient Safety Day, the Patient Safety Movement Foundation hosted a virtual event to honor the 200,000+ lives lost every year due to medical harm. Over 50 speakers shared their heart-wrenching and heroic stories of survival and loss as well as their professional and personal experiences that will help educate and inspire you to #uniteforsafecare!
Our Impact: Year at a Glance

Despite two decades of dedicated effort to improve the quality and safety of care, preventable medical error remains a leading cause of harm and death across the globe.

With a global network of patients, advocates, volunteers, partners, legislators, health workers, and administrators committed to implementing actionable solutions, the PSMF has grown into a mighty force that urgently calls for action among all stakeholders - lay and professional - to end the preventable medical errors that plague our health systems globally.

Our 2020 Focus Areas

The five following focus areas were identified to help advance our mission.

1. **FUNDING & IMPACT**
   - Diversify funding to support all PSMF operations and programs
   - Measure the impact on operational health
   - Build a leadership succession plan
   - Roll out both a Governance Board and Advisory Board

2. **AWARENESS**
   - Develop and deploy a digital marketing strategy
   - Construct a campaign to celebrate World Patient Safety Day, September 17, 2020

3. **LEGISLATION**
   - Educate elected officials about aligning incentives and transparency

4. **PARTNERSHIPS**
   - Increase hospital commitments
   - Increase partners, data pledges, advocates, and ambassadors

5. **SOLUTIONS**
   - Revise and create new Actionable Patient Safety Solutions evidence-based practice summaries using new template
   - Design and create content for a patient safety education curriculum
   - Establish a virtual coaching program

Our Global Impact

- **Commited Hospitals in**: 48 Countries
- **Healthcare Technology Companies in**: 13 Countries
- **Partners in**: 22 Countries
- **Patient Stories from**: 9 Countries
- **39 ambassadors representing**: 49 Countries
- **Board Members from**: 4 Countries
- **Webinar Participants**: 40 Countries
- **Countries Represented in PAMS’s Network**: 66 Total Countries
Our Visibility

Amidst the global pandemic we reached more people than ever before. Between COVID-19, Black Lives Matter, the Election, both the hope and the roll out of vaccinations, and the Inauguration, 2020 was a particularly difficult year to get attention to our cause. However, with a small amount of advertising spend we were able to exceed our goal of increasing website traffic by 20% to just over 228%. So, even in all the noise we were able to reach more people than ever before. We attribute the success of the Unite for Safe Care campaign to being able to resonate with the public better and get more eyes on our Movement through that campaign.

Website Visitors

777,788
New Visitors
compared to 149,561 in 2019

1,158,367
Page Views
compared to 329,547 in 2019

Social Media Followers

23,208
Followers
compared to 16,193 in 2019

1,030,445
Youtube Channel Views
compared to 176k in 2019

Value of Partnerships

This year, the Patient Safety Movement Foundation welcomed 108 new partners into our network! Our new partners represent for-profit and nonprofit organizations, academic institutions, professional societies and medical technology companies focused on education and training. Some of the amazing organizations we’ve worked closely with in 2020 were the International Society for Quality in Healthcare, The Leapfrog Group, Jewish Healthcare Foundation, National Association for Healthcare Quality - we partnered on events to help increase our impact, together. We can’t do this work alone, it takes collaboration by all organizations. We believe in the 1 + 1 = 3 concept - we can achieve more together.

Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic

As the COVID-19 pandemic ravaged the globe, it impacted our work at the Patient Safety Movement Foundation in a few ways. Some of the amazing organizations we’ve worked closely with in 2020 were the International Society for Quality in Healthcare, The Leapfrog Group, Jewish Healthcare Foundation, National Association for Healthcare Quality - we partnered on events to help increase our impact, together. We can’t do this work alone, it takes collaboration by all organizations. We believe in the 1 + 1 = 3 concept - we can achieve more together.

Media Coverage

46
Media Placements Secured

Over
217.1M Impression

Featured In

AMERICAN NURSE

Authority Magazine

THE ARIZONA REPUBLIC

Chicago Tribune

healthleaders

Orange County Business Journal

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

THE TEEN MAG.

The Washington Post

USA Today

VA

U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs

Postponement of World Summit: Our 8th Annual World Patient Safety, Science & Technology Summit was scheduled for March 5-7, 2020 and the event was postponed on March 2nd out of an abundance of caution since we were expecting major global attendance and high-profile speakers that we could not risk being exposed to the virus. We were one of the first organizations to cancel and event and we were applauded for our doing the right thing and not worrying about the loss of income because patient safety is our #1 priority, always.
Leadership transition

In March 2020 our longstanding Founder and Chairman, Joe Kiani, stepped down as Chairman and passed the torch to Dr. Michael A.E. Ramsay, an enthusiastic supporter and Board Member of the Patient Safety Movement Foundation since 2013. In January of 2021 we also announced a brand new role of Vice Chairman which Dr. Michael “Mike” Durkin was appointed to fulfill the role. Dr. Durkin has been a Board Member since 2018. Both Dr. Ramsay and Dr. Durkin are natives of England. Dr. Ramsay now resides in Dallas, Texas while Dr. Durkin is based in London and does an extensive amount of international travel supporting patient safety globally. As an organization committed to increasing our global reach it is important to ensure our executive leadership has global patient safety experience.

The Team’s Quality of Life

Our team transitioned to work from home in March of 2020. Our leaders had anticipated the move to remote working conditions and conducted a baseline survey of workplace satisfaction. This data is based on the latest workplace survey from early 2021. The team reported that their work/life balance had improved, they had saved money on food and gas, and they felt that they were in better health due to eating cleaner and working out more. These were a few other interesting statistics from the survey.

- Improved work/life balance.
- Saving money on food and gas.
- Better health due to eating cleaner, working out more and better sleep patterns.

How much more productive do you think you’ve been since the Transition?

- Significantly more productive
- More productive
- Less productive
- Significantly less productive
- No change

How has your sleep changed since the transition?

- I now get significantly more sleep
- I now get more sleep
- I now get less sleep
- No change
- Significantly less sleep

Opportunity Sprouted by the Pandemic:
The inability for our clinical team to travel provided a unique opportunity for them to hunker down and strategically strengthen the clinical products and services that were announced in September of 2020. If COVID-19 had not come about it would not have given the clinical team the opportunity to release these new products and services as quickly as they did.

Impact on the Planned “March for Patient Safety” Event:
The PSMF staff and volunteers planned to announce the 2nd annual World Patient Safety Day event called “March for Patient Safety” that was due to gather thousands in Washington D.C. on September 17, 2020. Due to the postponement of the Summit this announcement was postponed which caused the team to pivot. Yet again the team was forced to pivot after the Black Lives Matter campaign revealed the risks of organizing large marches in the current climate, particularly in the United States and in our Capitol.

What Did We Do This Year ft. COVID-19?

- Produced 26 COVID-specific webinars/videos
- Produced 5 COVID resource checklists for:
  - Patient and family members
  - General public
  - Administrators
  - Clinicians
  - Vaccine information

Featured Video Interviewees and Panelist Such As:
- Robyn Begley, CEO, AONL
- Martin Bromley, Founder of the Clinical Human Factors Group
- Ed Kelly, Director of Integrated Services, WHO
- Albert Rizzo, CMO, American Lung Association
- Arjun Srinivasan, Associate Director for Healthcare Associated Infection Prevention Programs, CDC
- And more!
#uniteforsafecare campaign

The March for Patient Safety, an idea originally conceived in 2019 was due to launch at the World Patient Safety, Science & Technology, just before the pandemic hit. There were obvious concerns about putting on a large-scale march so the idea pivoted into the #uniteforsafe campaign. The campaign was a highly successful public awareness campaign launched during the Summer to celebrate World Patient Safety Day on September 17, 2020. Click here to view the entire 4-hour program:

Conference Attendance
The virtual environment allowed us to reach 10X more people this year than year’s past.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>People</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>3,908</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More than 114,000+
Collective Video Views on Youtube

Approximately 9,000
people viewed the program within the first 24 hours

Featured Speakers and Performers
The following speakers represent just a snapshot of the nearly 50 speakers and entertainers who volunteered their time to speak about patient safety or entertain us during the program.

- Bill Clinton
  42nd President of the United States
- Tedros Adhamon, PhD, MSc
  Ghebreyesus, World Health Organization’s Director-General
- Daria Terrell, MD
  St. Bernard Hospital Medical Director of Clinical Programming and Health Outcomes
- Sheldon Whitehouse, JD
  United States Senator for Rhode Island
- Dick Durbin, JD
  United States Senator for Illinois
- Barbara Boxer
  Former United States Senator for California
- RT Honorable Jeremy Hunt, MP
  Former Secretary of State for Health and Social Care
- Zubin Damania, MD
  (AKA ZDoggMD)
  Turntable Health Founder
- Mauricio Gonzalez, MD
  Board Certified Internist and Emergency Medicine Senior Resident in New York City
- Dariush Eghbali
  Ayeneh Foundation Founder, Iranian Artist and Humanitarian
- Belinda Carlisle
  Grammy-nominated artist and member of The Go-Go’s
- Damiana Villa
  Musical Artist
Our volunteers and staff staged their own walk in Newport Beach, CA in support of World Patient Safety Day.

The PSMF hosted a socially-distant “Walk” in Washington DC on September 16th. The delegation walked from Freedom Plaza in Washington, DC to Capitol Hill and planted 2,000 flags of remembrance to honor those lives lost to preventable medical errors.

Tailoring the #uniteforsafe care Campaign to Real-time Data

The PSMF conducted a public poll in April during the lockdown that was affecting all 50 states at that time and a majority of countries globally. The PSMF conducted the poll before launching the campaign to gather information on how the American public felt amidst all of the uncertainty and found the following statistics to be quite helpful in understanding how to position the campaign. Ninety-one percent of the general public didn’t understand the problem.

This campaign had many plans and strategies, which due to the pandemic, had to be modified. The goal of the campaign was to raise awareness to the general public about patient and health worker safety by educating and mobilizing people across the world to stand up for safe care. We are grateful to our co-conveners: American Society of Anesthesiologists, International Society for Quality in Healthcare and the Leapfrog Group for their partnerships.

Poll Results

Have you heard or read any news reports about the number of medical errors and patient injuries in your state or community hospitals?

- Yes, I’ve heard a lot: 9%
- Yes, I’ve heard just a little: 21%
- No, I haven’t heard or read any reports on medical error in my state or local community: 70%

91%

Realistically, about how many medical errors do you think can be prevented?

- All of them: 26%
- Three-quarters of them: 38%
- Half of them: 28%
- One-quarter of them: 6%
- None of them: 3%

64%

How familiar are you with the term “medical error”?

- Know what this term means: 45%
- Heard of it, but not sure what it means: 39%
- Never heard of the term: 16%

34% say they “know the term” AND after hearing description say it is “exactly what they thought”
Satellite Events

Lighting up the Taichung Metropolitan Opera House thanks to the work of our Ambassador, Dr. Mingi Chan Liao, and the Taiwan Patient Safety Culture Club. Over 965 people attended a walk - the largest event affiliated with our #uniteforsafecare event.

Our network created their own satellite events that took place in the following countries.

- Nigeria
- Zimbabwe
- United States
- Mexico
- Canada
- Japan
- Turkey
- Qatar
- Finland
- Portugal
- Pakistan
- Australia
- Brazil
- Arabia
- Taiwan
- Vietnam
- Saudi

Dave’s Virtual Walk Across America for Healthcare Safety

In February of 2020, our CEO, Dr. David Mayer watched the film “Forrest Gump” and was inspired to begin a journey of walking 100 miles in memory of those lost to preventable medical errors. A year later, he has walked more than 2,200 miles through 26 states to 30 baseball stadiums, with nearly 1,000 followers who are walking, running and biking with him in-place around the world! He and other team members were able to raise $140k to help support programs for the Patient Safety Movement Foundation. More than 30 interviews and articles were published around Dave’s walk. Thank you to Brooks Running Shoes for providing the product support for Dave to achieve and exceed his goals for #uniteforsafecare!

Vonda’s ZigZag to Zero

Board member, Vonda Vaden Bates struck out on her own journey to drive across the US prior to the planned demonstration in Washington, D.C. to engage communities and educate the general public about the 3rd leading cause of death in America. She drove 9,885 miles through 32 zigs and zags of states bringing awareness to this important issue.

NAHQ Conference

We were honored to co-host a Patient Safety Education Day at NAHQ NEXT, the annual National Association of Healthcare Quality conference, on September 16, 2020. We would like to acknowledge the following speakers who helped us to make this an exceptional, successful event:

- The Patient Safety Movement Foundation: Past, Present and Future Dr. Mike Ramsay
- Building a Foundation for Safer Healthcare: Creating and Sustaining Reliability
- Dr. Dave Mayer, Helen Haskell, Dr. Mike Durkin, Leah Binder, and Dr. Steve Muething
- The Impact of Effective Care Coordination on Safety Outcomes
- Dr. Donna Prosser, Alicia Cole, Dr. Ron Wyatt, Martie Moore, and Pat Merryweather
- Engaging Patients and Families for Safer Care Marty Hatlie, Vonda Vaden Bates, Chrissie Blackburn, Dr. Edwin Loftin, and Dr. Danielle Ofri

Volunteer Highlights

We would also like to recognize the 50 volunteer speakers and entertainers who participated in the 4 hour long virtual program, which has now received more than 114,000 collective views on YouTube. While we were not able to conduct a large demonstration as originally planned, there were two small, masked, socially-distanced walks in California and Washington, D.C. on World Patient Safety Day. In addition, there were solidarity demonstrations (Satellite Events) held in Australia, Brazil, Japan, Nigeria, Mexico, Saudi Arabia, Taiwan, Vietnam, Zimbabwe and activities in several other U.S. states.

We would also like to acknowledge the extraordinary commitment of our campaign co-chairs and committee members. More than 80 volunteers worked for 18 months to help create the #uniteforsafecare campaign. We appreciate the leadership provided by Marty Hatlie, Vonda Vaden Bates, Abbaseh Towfigh, Helen Haskell, Dave Mayer, Mike Ramsay and Joe Kiani for the campaign. Thank you to the volunteer #uniteforsafecare committees for all the long hours and your hard work!
**2012-2020 Commitment Initiative**

The PSMF’s 2012-2020 initiative was a voluntary, free initiative in which hospitals made a commitment around one or multiple Actionable Patient Safety Solutions (APSS). These commitments were designed to showcase how a hospital or healthcare institution was improving safety and taking action to solve a patient safety challenge. Over 4,793 hospitals and healthcare organizations across 48 countries self-reported how many lives they believed to have saved through their commitment, updating the PSMF annually. Since our start in 2012, committed organizations in our network have cumulatively saved 366,353 lives!

In 2019, the PSMF sought to further align our APSS with the commitment process. We launched a new feature on our commitment form, allowing hospitals the opportunity to self-assess the patient safety processes they were implementing. A Scorecard based on the APSS Executive Summary Checklists they committed to became available for them to use internally. The goal was to help hospitals prioritize actions, measure progress in each area and help identify the gaps where healthcare organizations can improve. Based on the self-assessment, the PSMF displayed this internal scorecard to show hospitals how far along they are in their patient safety journey based on the items we’ve identified in our APSS Executive Summary Checklist.

In just one year, our Culture of Safety APSS was our most popular challenge, with a commitment from 38 hospitals, averaging a 68% completion rate of the items recommended by the PSMF.

Our CLABSI, Hand Hygiene, Falls and Antimicrobial Stewardship APSS followed:

We would like to thank all of our committed hospitals and healthcare organizations for making a commitment to improve safety and save lives during our 2012-2020 initiative and encourage these organizations to participate in the new commitment model focused on becoming a highly-reliable organization. The Patient Safety Movement Foundation will continue to help hospitals achieve ZERO by providing our clinical product and services as a free resource.

**5-Star Hospital Award**

Since 2018, the Patient Safety Movement Foundation has awarded hospitals and healthcare organizations who have made commitments in alignment with all relevant Actionable Patient Safety Solutions (APSS). We believe in rewarding hospitals for all of their hard work and have publicly recognized nine hospitals and healthcare organizations who have achieved this 5-star status.

Awardees include:

1. Parrish Medical Center
   Titusville, Florida
   (First PSMF 5-Star Hospital)

2. UCI Health
   Orange, California
   (First Academic Medical Center)

3. Hospital Español of Mexico
   Mexico City, Mexico
   (First International 5-Star Hospital)

4. CHOC Children’s Hospital
   Orange, California
   (First Children’s Hospital)

5. Dignity Health
   San Francisco, California

6. Medstar Health
   Baltimore, Maryland

7. University of Pittsburgh Medical Center
   Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

8. MemorialCare Health System
   Fountain Valley, California

9. Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center
   Lebanon, New Hampshire

10. University of Vermont Medical Center
    Burlington, Vermont

11. Changhua Christian Hospital
    Changhua City, Taiwan

For more information on this program and our awardees, please click [here](#).
Expansion of Actionable Patient Safety Solutions (APSS)

Our Actionable Patient Safety Solutions (APSS) provide an excellent, evidence-based summary of best practices for the most common patient safety issues. In early 2020, healthcare professionals in our network requested that we add more specific information about how to actually implement these best practices in their organizations.

In response, we expanded our APSS to include:

- **APSS Blueprints**, which now contain a clinical workflow and a performance improvement plan in addition to the evidence-based summaries,
- **APSS Education**, including webinars, videos, blogs, and articles, that are freely available through the educational library on our website, and
- **APSS Virtual Coaching**, designed to assist healthcare organizations to create a foundation for safe and reliable care through establishing a person-centered culture of safety, a holistic, continuous improvement framework, and an effective model for sustainment. This coaching can be tailored to the needs of the healthcare system, and is offered free of charge to any organization who makes a commitment to striving for zero preventable harm.

New Commitment Model / Initiative

The Patient Safety Movement Foundation would like to thank all committed hospitals and healthcare organizations for making a commitment to improve safety and save lives. Since our start in 2012, committed organizations in our network have cumulatively saved 366,353 lives—an incredible feat!

People are still dying in hospitals in ways that could have been prevented. The Patient Safety Movement Foundation decided to take a different approach by launching a new commitment model in September 2020! Rather than targeting individual diseases or populations for improvement projects, we believe true progress demands building a solid foundation of safe and highly reliable care.

Healthcare organizations who “Commit to ZERO” are committed to implementing and sustaining a foundation for safety and reliability that includes three critical components:

1. **A Person-Centered Culture of Safety**
2. **A Holistic, Continuous Improvement Framework**
3. **An Effective Model for Sustainment**

We believe that without a commitment to these three critical components, ZERO cannot be achieved.
Our Financials

The Patient Safety Movement Foundation’s fiscal year ends March 31st. As a non-profit organization with a budget of greater than $2 million annually we are required to hire an external auditor. You can click here to view the Auditor’s Report for the latest audited fiscal year, through March 31, 2020.

The following tables and graphics represent our financials as of March 31, 2021 compared to the prior fiscal year ending March 31, 2020.

**FY20-21 Revenue and Expenses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METRIC</th>
<th>APRIL 1, 2020 - MARCH 31, 2021 (UNAUDIT)</th>
<th>APRIL 1, 2019 - MARCH 31, 2020 (AUDIT)</th>
<th>% CHANGE YEAR OVER YEAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revenues</td>
<td>$2,199,823</td>
<td>$2,663,599</td>
<td>-17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programs Expenses</td>
<td>$1,433,186</td>
<td>$2,593,379</td>
<td>-45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management and General Expenses</td>
<td>$228,729</td>
<td>$492,772</td>
<td>-53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising Expenses</td>
<td>$209,076</td>
<td>$158,227</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenses Total</td>
<td>$1,870,992</td>
<td>$3,244,378</td>
<td>-42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Assets</td>
<td>$1,042,488</td>
<td>$740,215</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2020 2021

$158,227 4.9%

$492,772 15.2%

$2,593,379 79.9%

$209,076 11.1%

$228,729 12.2%

$1,433,186 76.6%

Our Governance

**Governance Board**

Chairman, Director: Michael A. E. Ramsay, MD, FRCA

Vice Chairman, Director: Mike Durkin, OBE, MBBS, FRCA, FRCP, DSc

Director: Steven Barker, MD, PhD

Director: Robin Betts, MBA-HM, RN

Director: Omar Ishrak

Director, Immediate Past Chairman: Joe Kiani

Director: David B. Mayer, MD

Director: Jannicke Mellin-Olsen, MD, DPH

Director: Jim Messina

Director: Charles Miceli, CPM

Director: Tamra “Tami” Minnier, MSN, RN, FACHE

Director: Vonda Vaden Bates

**Officers**

Secretary: Rachael Raynes, JD

Treasurer: Micah Young

Assistant Treasurer: Ariana Longley, MPH

**Board Committees**

**COMPENSATION COMMITTEE:** The compensation committee oversees the organization’s staff compensation on an annual basis.

**AUDIT COMMITTEE:** The audit committee reports to the full Board and maintains lines of communication with management and the independent auditor.

**EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:** The executive committee is made up of a small subset of officers and committee chairs. Its main purpose is to facilitate decision making in between board meetings or in the case of a crisis or other urgent circumstances.

**NOMINATING COMMITTEE:** The nominating committee is a committee that acts as part of an organization’s corporate governance to evaluate the Board of Directors of its respective firm and examine the skills and characteristics needed in board candidates.

**FUND DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE:** This committee is overseen by the Board of Directors, and is aided by leadership community volunteers to help the Board carry out its due diligence related to assuring fiscal health through philanthropy and fund development.

**Advisory Board**

The function of the members of the Advisory Board shall be to advise and make non-binding recommendations to the Board of Directors through the Foundation’s Chief Executive Officer with respect to matters within the areas of their experience and expertise.
Our Donors
At PSMF, we strive to ensure that your investments in our mission are maximized to educate the public and change patient and healthcare worker safety to achieve zero preventable medical harm. For every dollar raised, 77 cents goes to our program costs. We are so thankful for your belief in our life-saving work.

Organizations / Foundations / Corporations
(For fiscal year April 1, 2020 - March 31, 2021 Donors $1,000 and above)

- 10th Dot
- American Association of Nurse Anesthetists
- Amazon Smile Foundation
- Ambulatory Management Solutions
- Center for Medical Interoperability
- Cercacor Laboratories
- CHOC Children’s Hospital
- Drägerwerk AG & Co.
- Edwards Lifesciences
- GE Healthcare
- Hospital Quality Institute
- Jewish Healthcare Foundation
- Josie King Foundation
- Kaiser Permanente
- Knobbe Martens Olson & Bear LLP
- Lianmar Healthcare
- Mallinckrodt
- Medline Institute for Healthcare Excellence
- Medstar Institute for Quality & Safety
- Medtronic
- Michael Sweeny Family Charitable Fund
- Mind Matters PAC
- Masimo Corporation
- Masimo Foundation for Ethics, Innovation & Competition in Healthcare
- Philips Healthcare
- RL Datis
- Safety4Me
- Smart Patients, Inc.
- Stradling
- University of Pittsburgh Medical Center
- University of Vermont Health Network

Individuals
- Anand Sampath
- Carole Hemmelgarn
- Charles & Mari Micelli
- David & Cathy Mayer
- Diane Perez
- Earl Ralph
- Edwin Loftin
- Heather Re
- Helen Haskell
- Jack & Teresa Gentry
- Joe & Sarah Kiani
- Juliana Fishleigh
- Kevin Wagner
- Marty Hatlie & Chuck Holland
- Michael Ramsay
- Norton Hatlie
- Robin Betts
- Stacey Orsat
- Stephanie Mercado
- Steven & Janice Barker
- Tami Minnier
- Terry Fairbanks
- Tor Youngquist
- Vonda Vaden Bates
- Yongsam Lee

In-Kind Donations
- 10th Dot
- American Association for Respiratory Care
- American Society of Anesthesiologists
- Brooks Running Shoes
- Darush Eghbali
- Google Advertising
- Healthy Simulation
- Informa
- Lyon Productions
- Masimo
- McMahon/Anesthesiologist News
- Saudi Patient Safety Center
- Steve & Margo Burrows

Our Volunteers
At the heart of the PSMF are people, and we simply could not succeed without our volunteers. They bring such important expertise, experience, passion, advocacy and dedication to our mission and we are very grateful that they share their time and talents with us. Thank you.

Elaine was a dedicated volunteer with the movement for more than 9 years. She devoted her life to advocating for causes that would help her fellow human beings and promote democracy and fairness. Elaine believed passionately in the equality of all persons no matter what race, gender, or religion, and lived her life in a way that reflected that. She came to Los Angeles to work for the senatorial campaign of former United States Senator Barbara Boxer. For 20 years, Elaine would continue to work for Senator Boxer. Elaine was passionate about mental health causes and was a driving force behind the passage of mental health parity laws through Mind Matters, an organization she founded to fight for access to mental health care for all Americans. She developed a wide array of entertainment contacts and introduced such notables as Belinda Carlisle, Jacob Dylan, Alison Krauss to the Patient Safety Movement Foundation. We are grateful for her commitment to patient safety, she will be missed.

The Patient Safety Movement Foundation strongly values the relationships we’ve developed since our formation with all of our partners, volunteers and patient and family advocates. Our family of staff members were saddened to hear of the passing of Michael Seres, a beloved husband, father, friend and entrepreneur/inventor whose solutions help patients. Michael passed away on May 30, 2020, due to a sepsis infection. Michael touched the lives of many and he will be deeply missed by our staff, volunteers and global network of partners and patient advocates. We would like to remember him as one of the core developers of our Person & Family Engagement (PFE) Actionable Patient Safety Solutions (APSS). We’ve dedicated our PFE APSS in his honor and will continue to be inspired by his story even after his passing. Please read Michael’s story and obituary here.

In Memoriam
Elaine Shamir, 1971-2020

In Memoriam
Michael Seres, 1969-2020
What’s Next

Patient Safety Moonshot™

To be human is to seek audacious goals. Together we’ve reached places once thought unreachable. We’ve cured diseases once called incurable and achieved what seemed unachievable. Yet 3 million people around the world die every year due to unsafe care.

The time has come to prevent the preventable. We are calling for a Patient Safety Moonshot™ to eliminate the third leading cause of death in America. We’ve set our goal to zero preventable patient deaths by 2030. Who’s with us?